BEANTWORTE DIE FRAGE

What colour is the Central Line on the map of the London Underground?

*red | blue | green*

ERGÄNZE DEN SATZ

I walked to Regent Street …

*by foot. | on foot. | to foot.*

ÜBERSETZE

ja | nein | vielleicht
ERGÄNZE DEN SATZ

Chinatown is close to …

Leicester Square. | the British Museum. | Victoria Station.

ÜBERSETZE

Vielen Dank! Gern geschehen.

BEANTWORTE DIE FRAGE

The Shard, the Gherkin (2) and the Cheesegrater are all in London. What are they?

bridges | high-rise buildings | parks
ÜBERSETZE
Ich verstehe Sie/dich nicht.

BEANTWORTE DIE FRAGE
Who wrote the famous detective stories about Sherlock Holmes who lived at 221b Baker Street (3)?

Dr Watson | Agatha Christie | Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

ERGÄNZE DEN SATZ
The bus arrived exactly at 2:30 p.m. as planned. It was …

in time. | high time. | on time.
BEANTWORTE DIE FRAGE

Which museum opened in the building of an old power station in 2000?

*the Tate Modern* | *the Tate Britain* | *the Design Museum*

ERGÄNZE DEN SATZ

The Tower Bridge (5) has …

*three towers.* | *two towers.* | *no towers.*

ÜBERSETZTE

Ich spreche nur ein wenig Englisch.
How far is Hampton Court Palace from central London?

28 kilometres south-west | 18 kilometres south-west | 8 kilometres south-west

Können Sie mir bitte helfen?

A London taxi driver must know … streets.

5.000 | 15.000 | 25.000